
Quality Reference KKF-LP375 
Description Technical protection fabric 
Construction Knitted Single Sided Fleece 
Composition 100% DuPont Kevlar or similar 
Colour Natural (Yellow) 
Weight 375grams per metre +/- 5% 

562 grams per linear metre approx 

Width 1.6m typ. Relaxed 
Packaging On rolls, polythene wrapped, bulk packed 

on pallets 

Roll length 50m Typ. 
Roll weight 20kg Typ. 

375gsm  1500mm Wide

Kevlar Protective 
Loopbacked Fabric

DESCRIPTION

This lightweight knitted Kevlar® clothing fabric is ideal for sewing into any garment to add a reasonable level of 
protection from abrasion, rips and slashes. 

The fabric is soft and flexible and offers excellent stretch making it suitable for general use. The 'loopback' 
knitting (similar to towelling material) on one side gives the fabric additional thickness whilst keeping the 
weight down.

If you want to add the protection of Kevlar® to any garment such as a jeans, jackets, T-shirts or even underwear 
without adding too much weight or making the garment too warm then this is the right choice.
This is our recommended Kevlar lining for clothing, ideal for lining T-shirts, tops and jeans to improve their 
protective properties for motorcycle/motorsport use or add slash protection and slash resistance for clothing 
or burn protection to the same garments. A greater level of protection can be found in our Heavyweight 
Kevlar® Protective Fleece Fabric which would be recommended to add maximum protection to high risk areas. 

PROPERTIES

Disclaimer
This data is not to be used for specifications. Values listed are for typical properties and should not be considered 
minimum or maximum.
Our technical advice, whether verbal or in writing, is given in good faith but Easy Composites Ltd gives no warranty; express 
or implied, and all products are sold upon condition that purchasers will make their own tests to determine the quality and 
suitability of the product for their particular application and circumstances.
Easy Composites Ltd shall be in no way responsible for the proper use and service of the product, nor for the safeguarding 
of personnel or property, all of which is the duty of the user. Any information or suggestions are without warranty of any 
kind and purchasers are solely responsible for any loss arising from the use of such information or suggestions. No 
information or suggestions given by us shall be deemed to be a recommendation to use any product in conflict with any 
existing patent rights. Before using any of our products, users should familiarise themselves with the relevant technical 
and safety datasheets provided by Easy Composites Ltd.
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